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What’s the problem?
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There are two forms of asymmetric information

• Attracting the “wrong” 
kind of customer

• Occurs before the 
contract is signed

Adverse 
selection

• Incentivising bad 
behaviour

• Occurs after the 
contract is signed

Moral 
hazard

3

Nobel Prize, 2001

4See https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/economic-sciences/2001/press-release/
There is no lemons problem if you have a brand new car – no one knows whether it is a lemon. But as soon as it’s driven off 
the forecourt the lemons problem becomes possible therefore the price drops by a large amount

Def. asymmetric information
Actors on one side of the market have better 
quality information than those on the other

George Akerlof
The Market for 

Lemons
Declining product 
quality can make 

the  market 
unravel

Michael Spence
Signalling
The better 

informed take 
costly actions to 

transmit 
information to the 
poorly informed

Joseph Stiglitz
Screening
The poorly 

informed entice 
the well informed 

to reveal their 
characteristics
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The Peacock’s tail

• Does a peacock want a beautiful tail?
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• No, it’s actually a disability (makes them 
vulnerable)

• You have to be very healthy to be able to 
grow one

• Does a peahen want a mate with a beautiful tail?

• The tail is an effective signal that the peacock is healthy

• No, they just want a healthy one
• But how do they know who is healthy?

Needs to be 
hard to mimic

Watch “Should I Wear a Tie at Work?” [https://youtu.be/tgfWZuha44k]

Signalling vs. screening

• Signalling is where the informed person chooses their 
actions before the contract is offered
– E.g. the peacock grows a large tail

• Screening is where the uninformed person designs a 
contract which is offered to the informed person before 
they take any action
– E.g. the peahen only mates with peacocks with large 

tails

• It depends on who moves first…
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A puzzle

• UK graduates earn £10,000 more, per year, than non 
graduates

• And yet it’s hard to believe that this is due to acquiring skills 
that are relevant for their jobs

• So why do employers pay a large premium for skills that are 
(largely) unrelated to work?

7See https://www.ft.com/content/847b2b78-479e-11e8-8ae9-4b5ddcca99b3

The Spence signalling model

• In equilibrium workers should be paid their marginal 
product
– Or marginal “revenue” product, which reflects the 

additional revenue attributable to that worker
• There are two types of workers – high productivity workers 

(with a marginal product h) and low productivity workers 
(with a marginal product of 1)
– Note that h > 1

• Both types of worker can acquire education (y) but they 
face different costs
– Good workers pay ah

– Bad workers pay al

• It takes less effort for good workers to acquire education 
than for bad workers
– Hence ah < al

8Spence, M., 1973, “Job Market Signaling”. Quarterly Journal of Economics 87(3):355–374
Spud’s interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwDmg74rhCw
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Signalling model commentary

• We’ve solved the puzzle:
– Hard to detect an employees marginal productivity
– Their marginal productivity is correlated to an easy to 

verify activity
– This activity is relatively less costly for more 

productive people (i.e. it’s hard to imitate)

• Implication:
– Your degree isn’t a sign that you have increased your 

productivity
– Your degree merely shows that you already have high 

productivity

9See Caplan, B., 2018, The Case Against Education, Princeton University Press and Caplan, B., “The Magic of Education”, 
EconLog, November 28 2011 [https://www.econlib.org/archives/2011/11/the_magic_of_ed.html]

Find 1 ≤ 𝑤$ ≤ ℎ
s.t. 𝑤$ = average productivity of 
workers with 𝑦 ≥ 𝑦 ∗

What’s the signal?

• Big claim: higher education doesn’t increase human 
capital, it merely signals that you are:
– Smart 
– Hard working

• But we can measure smartness and there’s easier way to 
ascertain if someone is hard working. Perhaps the signal is:
– Resilience (can sit through boring meetings)
– Conformity (hence attendance sheet)

10
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Signalling model rejoinders

• "I teach my students how to think, not what to think”
– Students remember material they think will be on the 

exam, if you’re lucky
– We test memory not creativity 

• “I teach my students good work habits”
– An 80% attendance rate?
– Better than having… a job?

• If your goal is to learn about the subject, or develop 
professional skills, there are much cheaper and more 
efficient ways to achieve it than via formal education

11See Caplan, B., 2018, The Case Against Education, Princeton University Press and Caplan, B., “The Magic of Education”, 
EconLog, November 28 2011 [https://www.econlib.org/archives/2011/11/the_magic_of_ed.html]

Does higher education increase human capital?

Attributes Cheaper & more efficient
alternatives

Knowledge of a subject A library

Curated knowledge Online courses

Access to expertise Public lectures

Networking skills Public events

Presentation skills Dedicated workshops

Ability to work in teams A job

Ability to work to deadlines A job

Ability to move to another country Travel

12

Perhaps higher education is 
an effective bundle of all 

these things

Ability to analyse a complex business problem, relate 
to key theoretical concepts/frameworks, & learn from 
a group discussion

??


